Ocean VIP Ergo Family

Modular personal care solutions
for complex needs
ERGONOMIC DESIGN | SAFETY | INDEPENDENCE

Trusted Solutions,
Passionate People®

Ocean

VIP Ergo Family

Modular personal care solutions
for those with more complex
seating and positioning needs
The Aquatec Ocean VIP Ergo and Ocean Dual
VIP Ergo are modular tilt in space shower chair
commodes designed to suit a wide range of
individuals and their postural needs. Both models
benefit from a 40° seat tilt angle, whilst the Ocean
Dual VIP has an additional backrest recline of 0°
to 35° for those with more complex seating and
positioning requirements.

Highly customisable
As with all Ocean Ergo models, the VIP and Dual VIP
can be tailored to each individual by making some
simple adjustments or by adding some easy to fit, off
the shelf accessories. Furthermore, their ergonomic
design ensures ease of use for the carer whilst
providing optimum safety and comfort to the person.
You can see a full range of accessories online
www.invacare.co.uk

NEW Contoured, ergonomic seat
Moulded to more effectively fit the shape of the buttocks to ensure
a more upright and stable seating position can be achieved.
An intergrated 5° seat tilt to lift the knees into the natural squat position
for more efficient toileting.
 ransfer support indentations at the front of the seat to allow the
T
person to position themselves into a comfortable position for toileting
and showering.

NEW Ergonomic tilt
The new pivot and slide mechanism means that during tilt, the chair now moves
downwards and forwards which keeps the person’s centre of gravity close to
that of the chair. This makes the tilt operation lighter and more intuitive for the
carer, creating a smoother and more comfortable experience for the person.
 he overall footprint of the shower chair has been reduced,
T
without affecting it’s stability.
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FEATURES

Up
to
4

Extremely stable
Enhanced stability for
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Ergonomic tilt
Ergonomic tilt with weight
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ilt

shifting abilities

°t

additional safety and
reassurance
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Innovative
ergonomic seat
Contoured, ergonomic seat
plate encourages a more
upright seating position for
enhanced independence
and comfort
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Smaller footprint
Optimised wheel base
makes it easier to manoeuvre
in small spaces

Other key features

 tainless steel
S
corrosion free frame
for longevity and
efficient recycling.

 ptimised frame
O
construction,
extremely stable even
at maximum tilt.

 achine washable
M
tension adjustable
backrest, for
increased seat depth
and positioning the
spine.

 rmrest height,
A
footrest height and
seat height can be
easily adjusted, to suit
a range of body sizes.

5° - 35°

5° - 35° Backrest Recline

Dual VIP Ergo Only

The Ocean VIP Ergo
Family
Highly configurable, modular tilt in space models to suit a wide
range of individuals and their postural needs.

Ocean VIP Ergo
Up to 40° seat tilt angle

Ocean Dual VIP Ergo
 p to 40° seat tilt angle with an additional
U
backrest recline of 5° - 35°

A wide range of accessories are available to customise the
Ocean VIP Ergo family to physical and postural requirements.
www.invacare.co.uk

Technical data
For more comprehensive pre-sales information about this product, including the product’s user
manual, please see your local Invacare website.

Seat width

Seat depth

Total width

Total depth

Width between
armrests

Ocean VIP Ergo

480 mm

480 mm

565 mm

1000 mm

455 mm

Ocean Dual VIP Ergo

480 mm

480 mm

565 mm

1000 mm

455 mm

kg
Tilt angle seat

Tilt angle back

Weight

Load capacity

Ocean VIP Ergo

Up to 40°

-

23.5 kg

150 kg

Ocean Dual VIP Ergo

Up to 40°

5° - 35°

28.3 kg

150 kg

The Ocean VIP Ergo and Ocean VIP Dual Ergo is part of the Ocean Ergo family.

Ocean Ergo

Ocean Ergo

Ocean Ergo
ACCESSORIES AND ADJUSTMENTS
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SAFE

1631735

Frame colour

INDEPENDENT

ERGONOMIC

1630142

1630242

Regulatory data
The Aquatec Ocean VIP Ergo is part
of the Safe Patient Handling range.
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